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The idea of using refrigerant Mixtures in the 
compression refrigerating machines has develop ad in the Inst 
century, Recent researches have shown a groat promise In 
the application of the mixtures of refrigerants. The present 
study excludes the use of aseotrops and i t limited to the 
application of non-ateotropio mixtures* 
The test programme Included preliminary investigations 
of an experimental Ice plant with pure refrigerants Freon-19 and 
Preon - 99 and st&sequent comparative investigations with 
different weight concentration of Freon»89 in the mixture P-13 + 
F-98* The two weight concentrations useetare 
Preon - isf 73/i \ • Freon •» 32 ( 851) 
and Freon •» 19f GO* ) • Freon ~ 99 C 40*) 
Experimental investigations have indicated that it Is 
possible with refrigerant mixtures to increase essentially the 
refrigerating capacity of the plant as compared with i ts 
capacity when operating with pure Freon-12 at the sane weight 
of the refrigerant charged in the plant or to lower the 
tamper at ure In the evaporator with the am* refrigerating 
capacity at a particular weight of refrigerant charged* 
It has further been observed that there i s an overall 
improvement in the power characteristics, specific water 
consumption and other important characteristics of the lee 
plant by using low boiling component Freon * 19 in the smaller 
weight concentrations* 
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The idea of using mixtures la the compression 
refrigerating machines has developed in the last century. As 
early at 1888, Piotet head suggested the use of mixtures of 
Cog and 30g with a view to reduelng power oonsuaption* It 
was only In 1933 Stradelll examined the use of this mixture and 
showed that nixing of G\ and 30g wold only Increase the 
compression ratio* Maiuri in 1930 appreciated the use of 
mixtures for refrigeration through a range of temperature 
Instead of at oonstant temperature of evaporation* Me oven 
built a plant using a mixture of Cm^  and % 86 which was apparently 
not a sueoess* 
Beoent researches have however sbotft groat promise In tin 
application of mixtures of refrigerants. Gatr has discussed this 
problem of oooling through a temperature range* Tohallcouski and 
Kusnet^ onl have earried out an Investigation of a low temperature 
Installation working on mixtures* 
The result of the expertaient are Very encouraging. 
Haseldsn and KHrnek have pointed out soma practical methods 
for condensation of mixtures* The present study excluded the 
use of assotropes and is limited to the application of non-
assotroplo mixtures of misoible and Immlselble agents* 
There are two main reasons for shoo sing the noil* 
aseotropio mixtures* Firstly considerably loss resoareh has 
been carried out on Investigating non-aseotroplo mixtures and 
the fields of their most effective utilisation* 
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Seoondly non-aiaotropio mixtures are eharaoterised by the 
following main advantages i-
1- The l i s t of working substances extends* thereby 
Increasing the possibilities for unifying regrigeratlng equipment 
3- flit Power character at las of the aafthlne Japrove 
when off acting ttoiwlsotheraal processes of heat transfer. 
9* Low temperature cycles are of foot** with single 
stage compression and no vaeuus In tut evaporator 
4- Control of too composition of tho working substance 
provides for achieving opt lata working conditions for a single 
stag* eomprcssar In a wide rang* of refrigerating capacities end 
temperatures In tho evaporator* 
In the present study tha pure refrigerants fraon 12 and 
fraon 83 have been tried* The mixture ot fraon 28 In fraon 19 are 
mad* In the following oomposltloni* 
1* Mixture - Fraon 12 ( 73* ) • Fraon 38 (88j) 
8. Mixture * Fraon 13 (60* ) • Fraon SB (40%) 
Tha 1st Chapter deals with the details of the experfeentsl 
setup* A Twin Cylinder Reciprocating Cbopresssr of 8* bore 1 7/8* 
stroke and 1/38* clearance has been need* It has a displacement equal 
to and runs at 61b HPK» This i s being driven by a 3 phase 
Induction motor of 8 H»F» 
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In order to find out the input to the compressor, arrangements 
have been made to measure the input power to the motor with the help of 
one wattmeter method* to obtain the officios**? of the motor at various 
loads, a sleeked rotor test vat perfonod in addition to n no Load Test. 
The efficiency curve *as then obtained for the motor used. This helps in 
finding out the output of the motor at various l&put loads so that the 
input to the compressor Is known after -nakisg the necessary adjustment for 
the efficiency of the transmission system. The efficiency of the T belt 
la assumed to bo 9t£* 
A double tube type eondoser employing waste water system i s used. 
Ttee condenser is housed in a welded drum* The pipe carrying fresh water 
from water mains i s provided with a ram typo water regulating valve* 
The bare tube double pipe trombone configuration evaporator Is used* 
The thermostatic expansion valve is provided just after the refi l l typo 
Dehydrate r. The evacuating and charging machine of the Frig tools make 
has boon used* The load on the spam* evaporator is applied by putting 
a water filled can in the brine tank* The readings of the parameters 
are taken after ensuring a ismdynsandt steady conditions. 
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Thi mixture »ay be put to the following uses* 
(1) Non-ieothensal reft? igeration| 
( l i ) Multi-evaporator systems} 
Cill) Low temperature refrigerations! aM 
(iv) Oth©? apnlieations 
Ifffn^yi^^snil rtfrlwnrtltfflt 
Loren* real tied the necessity of B reducing ©old through 
a ran»<* of temperature* Host of the refrigeration requirements 
are of eo&ltng frott I eertain temperature to a lower temperature* 
A pure substance evaporates only at one temperature whereas a 
mixture evaporates through a boiling range* With constant 
temperature evaporation there is inevitably a large temperature 
difference at one end o** the proeese than there need be* It la 
an irreversibility whieh l*erea«?*s the work reoulrift to drive the 
plant* 
Two met hods in eoranon use have been explained by Jordan and 
Priester for use with evaporators working at different temperatures. 
The first uses a single compressor only with all the streams of 
refrigerant expanding through th* bftak pressure valves to the 
pressure of the lowest temperature evaporator* This netted would 
entail a losa of available wrk due to thtothing of the vapor 
after the evaporators* The seoon* one uses separate compressors 
with eaeh individual evaporator - discharging Into the same 
condenser line* This method though thermodynamic ally batter would 
require a high initial cost* 
OB the contrary* a mixture of only two refrigerants may be 
used to work <*tth any m;mb<*r of evaporators at different temperatures 
in eon Junction with one compressor only* FOS this* a non*.«seotroplo 
iRiyt'jr* of either irottoible or wiseible refrigerants may be 
-5-
usod* 
Tho al*t*K»09 of mutually Immiscible rofrigorants can bo apnlled 
In the oo»p:»«s9ion refrigerating machines, particularly with a view 
to obtaining HB« boiling points* A series of re sear on teg boon oonduol 
rofrlgoratlng «i i ts f operating on a mixture of P-12 and HH at the 
Polytechnic Institute. ?a9tfctintf U.S*S#B» 
Tho individual refrigerant evaporates as a ptiro s*> stance bt* 
maintaining tho saao temperature as tho other refrigerant* A notw 
asootr~>pio mixture of mutually miaoible agents may also bo applied 
In a similar manner with tho dlfforeno© that tho evaporation in 
oath evaporator would not bo isothermal* 
ton iflBmnrfitam nttXmtaSdm* 
9o far known methods of obtaining low temperature 
refrigeration ara(i) stage compression and(ii) cascading. 
Stage compression has boon useful where not very low 
temperatures are required. It hat §ofe tho naoassary disadvantage 
inherent in tho use of one slngU refrigar«*rtt :hrou.;h a largo 
temperature range. Saoh refrigerant has a suitable range of tempera-
ture in which i t gives tho beat performance* This idea is incorporated 
in tho UM of more than one refrigerant in tho mot hod of Oasoadlng, 
It i s therefore a thermodynamic all? cere *m<n m* *etl»d and mora 
practical also ibr tho production of c©14 at wry lov tempemtures* 
Bat Its initial «o*t i s high AS th**»« *r« ** mgnv ^frigeration oirouits 
as tho maber of refrigerants being used* It i s vail known fact. 
An Ingsiivjs transformation of tho method of cascading is 
obtained by tho use of a non-aseotropio uiseiblo mixture in tho same 
circuit. In a two component system one component is a high boiling ono 
and tho other a low boiling ona» They together are completely 
non-reactive and chemically stable* 
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Ths separation of the tvo components In the condenser depends n 
the ohsraeteristies of the mixture. If i t i s not possible to separate 
the two as i t will be in most oases* too process in the evaporator vi l l 
be non-isothermal* for analytical calculation of resulfes it is 
necessary to have enthalpy composition diagrams for various mixtures. 
The ideal mixture diagrams for ? 1S*F33 mixtures are being prepared and 
the results will bo presented in si*nu.jtiint passu 1,1 Tfet initial experi-
ments by Tehaitovski and Kuaotaov nave aft>m satisfactory results* *A 
steady low temperature of 63°C was obtained yith a mixture of F-12 and 
F-". it i s worthwhile noting that t her a was no vneana In the evaporator 
which fast is of oonsldorablo importance* 11 so the problems of low 
temperature lubrication have been solved very stJoc^ssrally* 
Qtftir iwmlliiitiflmH 
There are other significant fields also open for the ass of 
mixture*. P»r example* one such spplicati,n has b e^n detailed by 
Mo Harness and Chapman tor obtaining a varia&ls capacity with on* and 
the same compressor* A mixtnr* of F«22 and F-115 gives a larger oapaolt 
than F-28 alone but with ssAller compression ratios and substantially 
lover discharge temperature*. In addition ohenieal stability i s 
increased* soon a method sometimes raodifioa tno properties of a 
refrigerant for constant temper &tu*«* o vapor at ion* Tfcu a small parfont; » 
of FV12 Improves o i l misoibllity in a ?~20 plant* An installation 
operating on this mixture narks noraally without chants of concentr-
ation in different bran ones of the scheme* It i s also possible 
to bring down high oondenser pressure of F-22 pi a it g y? adding small 
fractions of l»w pressure refrigsranta. Fy,^ K&ohinos havs high 
head pressures and with the rise in avblont temperaturea*, there 
pressures go s t i l l more nigh* Thesa pressures drop down considrably 
if only F«ll or O^ <3( about S%) is addad to the system wit tout 
materially changing the capacity of the machine* '.arge percentage 
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of the** agents will however seriously affect the ospaoity* 
An the* very interesting fa at tare of certain refrigerant 
mixtures has boen contemplated* When a mixture condenses in the 
condenser along ?#itb tha latest heat of vaporisation, it rejects tha hat 
heat of mixing alio to the cooling water, cm tha contrary in the 
evaporator it absorbs *s extra, a similar amount of heat when the two 
components separate Into Vapour - thus increasing the refrigerating 
effect* 
It shows that this increase in p»rformaaoe i t obtainable 
because of the non-ideality of the mixture* Sixth mixtures are 
constituted of CKxtpojents with widely different tsolooular weights and 
boiling points and generate large quantities OJT heat during nixing. 
This may not be an exclulve advantage iausteg a mixture but m 
addedfeatu?e *hen a mixture of widely different boiling refrigerants 
i s being used for other purposes* 
C K A f f S B - I I 
THE DSTULJ 0? THIS EXPKRXHIKTAI. SBT WF 
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2.1 A vertical twin oylender reciprocating compressor 
Is titod which has the following spec if ieat Ions i -
sore • a inches t Stroke • 1 7 8 inches 
Clearance 1/3?? Inches - for each cylinder 
2.1.1 CTLIlMmmu. 
The cylinders of compressors are made of oast Iron, The eyllnde 
have f lat oast integral with the cylinder to provide setter cooling. The 
crank esse i t also east integral with cylinders* This practice minimi-
ses the Ho* of Joints and therefore the possibi l i ty of leakage, It 
also pemlts very olote alignment between the orank shaft main searing 
and the cylinders. The two cylinders are provided with l iners which 
oan be replaced whenever required* The oyllndars are provided with 
a toleranoe varlying Between one ten thousandth,0001) inch and one 
hindered thousandth,00001) inoh. 
1.2 EIS2SE>-
The Pistons are also made of oast iron* They are accurately 
maohlaeiand ground on their outer surface to f i t the cylinders, A pin 
i s used to fasten the connect In» rod and the piston* As the temprature 
in this ease i s not exceeding 900°Ft a l l the parts are fitted together 
with l i t t l e clearance of the order of .302 inch. Oast iron piston rings 
are used, they are 3 in No a. The rings are fitted to the groove as 
closely as possible and s t i l l allow movement* A 46* tapered i s meed 
to permit the ring to exert a pressure against the cylinder wall, this 
9 
gap i t of the order of .02 inon* The piston ping art aade of hardond 
high oarkon steel* They are hollow to reduce weight and are accurately 
ground to to perfectly straight. They are fall floating typo* 
API! ItiSCTHfa RQP *~ 
The rod Is Bade of drop £»rged stool* It Is mounted on a 
crank through p In (or an k throw typo used)* It has a split lower and 
that olamps around tho orank shaft journal* The keafrlng Is fitted to 
a clearance of apnoxfatately .001 In oh, therefore a spoolal oaro has 
keen taken in tightening tho holt of the drive. 
CTftlffli SHAFT 
Zt Is used to change t h d rotary notion to tho reolprooatSng 
BOtIon together with a eonneeto* rod* It Is made of drop forged medium 
carton steal* The main parts of the orank shafts arai 
(a) Main tearing Journal ( 2 In No) 
(») Connecting rod tearing journals 
Coi tho tod Play Journals 
(d) The CTank Shnft seal and tho pallejK holding device* 
Tho wearing surface of tho hearing are case-hardened* Tho 
hearings are hushing that tho orank shaft Journal turn In are usually 
are 
made of tat*It metal alloy* They aoouartoly ground ease -hardened 
journals are fitted together with a clearance of .OOlinoh* 
The valve assantly consists of a valve plate, Intake valve or 
auction valve and exhaust valve or discharge valve and a retainer for 
the valves* Tho valve pi ads Is made of oast Iron* Tho valves proper 
are nade of spring steel (Reeds) accurately ground* Tho intake valvar 
is 
i s retained In place *y small pins* The*elsmping action tetween the 
compressor head and the valve plate* Tho discharge valve is held in 
plaoe ty a snail machine screws with a spring and cage* This pern i ts 
a wider valve opening for those instances while tho ooBpressor pumps 
o i l . The roods are perfectly flat and a difference of only.OOOl inch 
«io» 
or *000£ Inch will cause valwe to leek* The rdvss open approximately 
by *01 lneh* If this l i f t i s ineressd by a small aeiotsit thin walwe starti 
manias noise. 
CTflttfi UlltfT. gfljfti-
At tfat external motor drive Is usedtha compressor i s profded 
with a leak proof joint where the crank shaft semes out of the crank case 
The joint is made leak proof against the pressure which varies in the 
oratik ease froa a vaeumn to press tire as high as condensing pressors 
In the system. 
The seal i s an assembly of parts consisting of a special 
bronse teal ring, soldered to a bellows* which i s in turn soldered to 
a bras* seal flange* A spring surrounds the tallows with one end 
resting against the seal ringand the other against the sen! flange* 
The face of the seal ring is tappered flat and smotlh* When assembled 
In the compressor, the seal ring presses against a shoulder on the 
shift which has *»lso been tappered* forming a gas end oi l tight Joint 
at this point* The bellows provde that degree of flexibility necessary 
to keep the seal ring in perfect eontaet with the shaft and the seal 
flange is clamped against a lead gasket (paper gasket) ar^ ound an opening 
in the side of the eoapressor* 
AH the parts of the compressor after assembly which lead 
to the external surface are sealed with gasket* These gaskets are 
made of materials that will not react chemically with the oi l or 
refrigerants used in the system* It is compressible without ksSng 
deformed permaneltly* It i s hawing a miniamn coefficient of expansion 
Oasket made of paper companion is being used here* The thickness of 
the gasket used i s 1/64 Inches. A clearance of 1/6* Inch i s provided 
in the cylinder and a clearance of %/m ineh i s produced by prcwiding 
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gasket between the cylinder and valve plate. 
The total elesranoe will *e 1/3* • V3* • V8S inch* 
The compressor is lubricated bu the splash system of lubri-
cation. The crank oast Is filled with the lubricating oi l upto the 
bottom of the main bearing or the middle of the crank shaft main bearing. 
In operation each tine the arank shaft revolves the crank throw 
It will dip into the oi l and splash it around the inside of the oompresaolj 
o i l sett thrown on the finder walls, upon the piston pin sashing end 
into mall cavities from where the o i l drains into the a a in bearings* 
The motor used here i s a 3 phase inductions with the following 
speoifieationsi 
voltage - 3-phase 400/410 volts 
Start connected, split phase 
Horse Power * 3 
Amperage - 3 laps 
H*P*H. - 1490 r*p*m. 
It i s constructed with a separate starting and running 
winding the purpose of the starting win ding ^ to provide the extra torque 
needed to bring the motor up to i t s normal rate of speed at which 
time it i s automatically dit-oonnected by means of sn electrical relay 
device* Thi«$ converts it into a single phase induction motor* The 
reversal of rotation i s obtained by reversing either the starting or 
running winding leads* The compressor i s being driven at a reduoed 
speed* It is solely because i t is effieent at lower speed* Thi«s 
also increases bearing*, valves, and piston life* The reduced speed 
drive also yields the motor and enable it to start more easily because 
of lower starting torque required* The reduction in speed is produced 
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by using & signer pulley on the oompressor and using a v -belt drive* 
T*o f»belts are used to avoid any slip. The transmission sffielonoy It 
assuaed as 98*, A big advantage of frbelt i s that i t works efficiently 
OTsr a largo range of tightness* The compressor pully and the motor 
pulley are oarefully aligned, to a*)id any exoesslre load earning to the 
motor bushing and oppressor bearing* The mean dimeter of the oompressoi 
K^is 10 Via* and the noon dimeter of the aotor pulley i t S inehes* The 
R.P«H« of the motor i s 1430 and henoe a#P»«« ->f the compressor oan be 
oaloulated by the following formula* 
Compressor H«P«M« » Motor ft*P.M* x frtpr,, Mltty piitH?t*r ^ 
Compressor Pulloy Disaster 
The dismoters of motor pulley and compressor pulley are 
measured from the middle of the V-belt to the mldUe of the bolt on 
the opposite side of the aotor ?r compressor pulley. In order to know 
the output of the motor or the Input to the compressor, the motor 
was tested in the Electrical &gg*l»ab» end a ourve of i t s offloionoy 
at different load oond'tlona was obtained from the olrolo diagram dram 
from the practical data* The details are given below* 
STATOK 
MEASUREMENT OP POWER 1NP0T T O T H E 
MOTOR BY O N E . - W K T T M E . T E U METHOD 
•13-
lbs biaak rotor t««* fbr tho givon I n t e l Son ootor 
*as pofro«<§4« This t*§st is used to f ln4 out Ca) short 
efro'ilt at»»f«nt with n^rmtX volta ** applisd to stitorCh) powsr 
faotor on short elro ilt(o) total l egato r#aotspo« of ths motor 
a* rafsrrsd to pr«»«rytd) total roalstanso of aotor as rtferrad 
to primary* 
In this tost the rotor Is looksd and tho rotor windlass 
art short circuit*! at si Springs, k rotesd voltafo (tipto$9£ of 
the normal wltags) Is apnllad to th» st&tor terminal and Is 
so adjust*! that tho f'lll load ourrsnt flows In tho stator«?ha 
Valuos of otirront *>ltas<* ar*d po-^r Input on short otro-iit *?<» 
noas&rsd frors t ho .*wj»tor, **ltaot*r and vatt«ei«tia? eonnoot«d 
In tho e fronts as before. 
Mil f/»flfl 
tm 400 salt* 
Llns ouBTflnt » 1*6 Asp*, 
vjatt aetor rowings • ( ^ • %) X S3 
•(30-1*5) X 2o • 100 Watts, 
? « 93 volts 
Warrant • 3 &a©a 
*<H • 13 
£* W - 1 
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TotdL **ttasa *(13-11 X 80 • 340 imtts» 
f • 6,6 rolta, c&rrant • «f laps* 
Tbtrtfora B « G.8 /
 #8 • 4,138 Ohe»« 
A* <* roalt^anoa « 4»3&6 X 1*8 • 4* OS ONst. 
In order to draw tha oirela dia3-aa# of an tnd*»tt3f* motor 
t w tasfca naaely opan oirouit tast and looked Rotor tast* 
h©*© b<**n parfb'yM* Tho observe ions ara as befo?»a# Fro» 
tha o an oirouit tastvths no load eurraot and no load 
povor factor are fo***d» FTOB tha looked rotor taat9tha short 
olroult current at noraal w»lta§a and short ©ironIt pom* 
footer ara found out, Tha oalouiatlon ara »ad« «8 glvan boiow. 
-J5'-
mnf^tmatp^t The two axes are first drawn.2*oa the Ibltage axis 
• lino aaklng an anglo of **• 9* i t dra«i whioh is equal toUn 
magnitude. From tha terminus point of tha 1, llna9amta«iJqr 
horisontal and vertioal lines mutually perpendicular to each 
other are drawn to represent current and power axases respectively. 
From the origin, a lino a akin t an angle equal to^sia drawn whioh 
is equal to X in magnitude to the so ale.The two points 0 and C 
are Joined, The line OC is felteoted whioh meete the horiaontal 
through 0 In Q, Thus q is the oontro of the oiroie.with Q as 
sent re and OQ aa radius a semi-circle is drawn, Tha vertical 
lino drawn fton the point C on the horiaontal lino through V 
Boots in B. Thus GB is the total loss in the motor. Ca is the 
stator copper loss and rotor oopper loss and MB is the constant 
loss.Inorder to determine the stator copper loss and Rotor 
oopper loss,the line OA is diwidied in the ratio, 
tt§X jonjHMT Ift l j * HFRT 
ator oopper loss 
this divides the lino Ca into C8 4 3a such that 
08/AS » Motor On loss/ Stator On loss. 
The linos 00 * 03 are called output end torque lines,This 
completes the circle diagrsno of the induction motor* 
- le-
8*3.4 pimvlng of Offlolenav aawi 
In order to draw tho offioionoy curve, the lines 
parallel to the 01*91* lino are drawn from tho power 
axis at ]oo *, 78^50^ ft 86* of the load*Saoh lino 
oi*o the oitolo at two points.The point nearer to 
tho origin is takan for tho of fioienoy oaist&atlon* 
If tho farther point Is taken thon tho short olrouit 
eurrent for tho sa*o ohort olrouit voltage will ho 
hlfher,giving rise to tho greater loos thereby lowering 
tho overall ofpioien«y. Moreover this Is a region of 
unstable working therefore will not prediot tho 
oorreot per form anoo of tho motor and that is why tho 
noaroot point is sal so ted for finding out tho offioionoy 
fro* this point 0 perpendicular Is drawn on OB* Tho output 
of tho motor Is tho length of tho lino mpto tho output 
lino to tho soolo and tho remaining gives tho rotor tho 
stator and tho fixed loses, Tho rotor ooppor loss Is tho 
longth of tho lino ootwoon output lino and torque lino 
to tho soalo and tho ststor ooppor loss Is tho longth 
of tho lino between torque lino and tho toriaontal 
through 0* Tho remaining portion givos tho fixed loss* 
Tho offioionoy Is found by output divided by output plus 
lossoo that is (OH FOT/ (TOT Pgg t l&mM> X 100 i 
slid the offioionoy curved is drawn* 
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To eraeuate the entire system fitted on the trolley the 
•land 31ml Off* valve fto*l*%3,3 and 6 and the cylinder valfs ars fcspt 
open while valve *o*4,7t and 8 remains dosed. 
to eraeuate the system of refrigran* or another maehineCwhiah 
i s to be repaired or charged) valvss!i»*3t3 end 8 are opened while valfte* 
1*0*1*2*4,7 and 8 are dosed. Thereafter* the machine to be evacuated 
i s connected through a flexible charging line provided with valve No.6. 
Bow the vaoutn pump turning electric switch No.3 i s on and the vaouua 
pump i s made to ran forsuffiaient time t i l l too vacuus gange shows the 
desired vaeirm. After the desired vacuus has been achieved, the discharge 
line of vamma pump is connected with the o i l tank through a piece off 
plastic tube provided along with the oil tank* 
H.Bi- Zt should be noted that the copper tubs fitted in the oi l tank 
must remain dipped in oi l all the time while the vacuus puap remains 
in operation* Air bubble, i s then watched for. After noticing no air 
bubbles for at least 18 minutes the machine i s finally sraettated* 
mmm wnmm im m amain mmiR» 
1!© start with the next stage of oharging ref~ig«r«4\t into 
the g<is charging cylinder, valve No* 1,3,4 are closed* The storage 
oylinder valve and the valve Bo.l are opened to pern It the flow of 
liquid gas into the gas sharping oylinder* V~lve No*4 is to be closed 
down in order to stop the purging air when gas has flown into the 
tube for about 5 ounce* And, now, valve Ito.l i s closed to 1st the 
liquid gas settle into the glass tube o* the oharging valve* This 
prooess i s repeats t i l l SO to 40 ounce of liquid gas is stored into 
the charging oylinder* Lastly when 20 to 40 ounoe of liquid gas i s 
storad, valve No*2 and storage oylinder valve are closed and thus the 
gas oharging oylinder is ready for use* 
l t ihould be noted that valve »o*t should remain olosed* 
-18. 
By the way, If valve No.2 happens to be opened, the gas will flow Into 
the entire system, Besides*, the charging cylinder should be fitted 
a*x>ve the rod line, 
,4 .2 m* *° <***»<*** **E Miflmni 
to* side of the aaehlne Is oontieoted to the valve Mo«6 and 
high side to valve R©,?f i f desired with a flexible lino provided with 
the station* It i s to bo preolsely noticed that valve No* 1*3,4,5 nd 8 
are closed and the valve of the maahlne to bo eharged Is open to allow 
the flow of liquid gas into the machine. Valve No.e and No* 6 are 
slmultaneeously opened and it i s watched that the flow of liquid taking 
place is gradual* After desire* quantity of gas has been charged the 
valve No*6 and No*2 are closed* 
jgiggnisfli s w 
TIran in» switoh No* 2J- TO check voltage 
» • * it*» Board Light 
* • • 3t« To oheolc through plug* 
BlPQMlffl NQTRt 
attire system of this station should also be eraouated 
before charging the rofrlgermt. Ho purge air reive No.7 i s opened 
and i t i s seen that the needle of the vaouun gange returns to sero. 
It vaema gange is not required* valve No.5 should be closed and the 
oompound gange should remain in operation* 
2.4.3 ffffisa OT friansftHQif Q.T TBS p/tfss» 
1 - Compressor t * 
Twin eyllnder reeiprocating compressor which ©an be used 
for F-12 and F-22, i t is being driven i t a reduced speed by an eleotrle 
motor* 
Bore - 2 Stroke 2 
H.P* . . # 
depressor Pulley diameter *** 
Oswal A.cwotor 
Type 009 
Volts 230/330 
Phase C/380 
R*P*M. 490 
•l8» 
3 - ^p*fcah*a 
Switch Ho,l 
Switch No»S 
Switch Ro«3 
Switch Wo.4 
To check voltage 
To Baa** LI :ht 
To start vaow» pmp 
To check aperage 
Make 
Dung 
5— 
Make 
Rang© 
Typo 
Impex 
Hoving iron 
0 - 300 volts 
Itepox 
Moving iron 
0 - 3 0 .*ap» 
- Refill Catch fait type filled with silica gall 
?- ftlftrfttnrt onnrirlnf Stimnir 
Capacity - 30 o n 
Pressure gagt - 0- 300 p .s . i 
8- Qanfflffifl foum 
HtftgO • 0 * 150 poe?itve pressure 0 - 3 0 vide* VaCtran 
9~ Ihftum Qftttga. 
Provided for measuring vaoiraa oreated in the aaohines to »e 
charged. 
Range - o - 30 inohet of nerotiry 
Range 0 * 1 300 psi 
12U folwumt 5* One way - from de hydra tor to otarging unit 
Valve* 2« One way - from charging unit to valve SO 3 
V»ve- 4* Two way * from charging txtlt to purging line 
Valve- 5. 3 way - from valve «o.6 to compound gauge 
from valve No. 6 to valve Wo#8 Valve No*6 -Two way - from valve No,5 to machine to be e*argot 
Valve No. 17 - from lfo«3 to presetire gattg* 
Valve Wo.8 - 3 way from valve Wo.5 to vacuus gttago 
{A 
« ^ < : 
r 
I t 
4 > 0 
I^ J 
CSV 
«=r 
-vT, 
<=» 
* 
" © 
© 
UJ 
CD 
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s.« Tf» Tftunioitfttlfl mnimalan Yalta* 
ftsferenoe to Fig The theory of the thermostatic expansion 
valve lg as follows! a power element, capillary tube, and thermostatic 
bulb apparatus la mounted Into a typical expansion valve and causes the va-
lve to keep the coil filled with refrigerant rathefss than to maintain a 
definite low side pressure* The thermal expansion valve under any 
olronnstanoaa does not attempt to regulate the low side pressure, but 
rather oontfols the fi l l ing f the cooling coil with refrigerant, and 
the compressor establishes! i t s own pressure upon this refrigerant, Figure 
Thla control was f i r s t used for the methyl oHorlde •••«tkwrtmwii*Mx 
systems* but I ts Inherent advantages soon led to I t s adoption for all 
multiple installations* I t has one dlstlnet advantage over the low 
side float multiple system in that several different temperatures may 
be obtained without using any other speeial device* This may *e 
accomplished by starving the coils In the eabinest desired to be ket at a 
warmer temperature* 
The obstruction of this valve consists of a »ra s body into which 
the liquid l ine and ooollng unit connections are built* In th i s body is 
located the needle and seat, the former of which i s joined to a flexible 
metal bellows or dlaphrsm* This bellows, In turn is actuated by * non-
heat conducting rod eoemeoted at the other end to a sealed bellovsCpower 
element)* which is joined to the thermostatic bulb by mean of a capillary 
tube| al l are carefully sealed, K$g This thermostatic element must 
be charged with the same elmmemfc refrigerant that i s used in the system* 
Bach manufacturer has a code for identifying the refrigerant with which 
the themostatic element i s charged. Some use le t t e r s such as 3*M*F«teto* 
indicating sulphur dioxide, methyl chloride, or freon 12, Others use 
coolers or numbers to denote the charge* The whole valve is sealed to 
prevent moisture seeping into any part* A screen or strainer i s always 
from the needle and seat of the valve* Some airoondltionlng systems use as 
six of these themostatic expansion valves on one ooollng ooll* 
•21* 
TIM waste water system condenser is balng used. The water If 
take* firm water main* and wasted to sawer after passing to tha 
condenser* Tha circuit is showa In tha figure u*fc> Tha con street ion 
of tha water aoolad condenser i t of tha double tube typa. It 
consists of tha two tubas to arranged that out Is inside of tha 
other. Water is pipad through tha innar tube while tha refrigerant 
flows In tha oppoplta direction in tha apaea between tha innar 
and outer tubas, with this errangsnent soma air cooling of tha 
refrigerant ia provided in addition to tha water cooling. counter 
flowing of tha fluid la adopted as i t results In t ha groatast magn 
temperature diffaranoa between water and refrigerant and therefore 
tha heighest rata of heat transfer*** .Tha double tribe eondenser 
Is housed in tha welded shall so as to Safe guard it against any 
accidental damage. 
Tha outlet of tha oondanaar i s provided with a staajtaer* 
Tha water flow rata through tha oondanaar is automatically 
oontrollad by a water regulating waive , Tha vglro is installed 
on tha water line at tha inlet i f tha oondanaar and is actuated 
by tha compressor discharge pressure. When tha compressor is in 
operation tha valve is to modulate tha flow through tha oondanaar 
In response to tha changes in tha discharge pressure.And increase 
In tha condors ing pressure tends to collapse tha fcelowa further 
and open tha valve wider against tha tension of tha range springy 
thereby inore sing the water flow rata through tha oondanaar 
LIKBwlsa as the condensing pressure adecreases tha waive moves 
towards tha closed position so that tha flow rate through tha 
u t \£-
•£* 
^ 5*» 
o-
i 
cQ 
> 
uJ 
CO 
_0 
6 
h 
-J 
LU 
uU 
s 
o 
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fbndenser i t reduced accordingly * Although the regulating valve 
tends to Maintain the condensing pressor* constant within the 
reasonable limit, the condensing pressors will usually be 
considerably higher duping period of peak los ing and during 
those of l ijht loading. 
When the compressor cycles of the water valve remain* open 
sad the inter continues to flow through the eondenaer untill 
pressors in the condenser i t reduced to a certain predetermined 
minimus, at which tine the valve closes off completely and start a 
of the water flows* When the compressor cycle on« again, 
the water valve remains closed untill the pressure in 
the condenser builts tip to the valve opening pressure. At which 
time the valve eptnt and pern its water to flow to the condenser 
*£m A penn threaded typo regulating valve i t being used here i t 
hat an opening pressure of ? pti above the shut of pressure, 
MTAPQRftM 
Bare tub* typo evaporator i t being used* It consist of 
5/ * 
copper tubing of *<V....dla and 150 ft length* The shape of the 
evaporator is ovaltronbone coil type. The tronbone is supported 
on two rigid support* Then are two such soils oris of each is 
connected together to the pips coming from the ssptftsioi v*lve 
while the other ends are connected to the suat ion lino* 
MflitlfB I M S 
arMncaTiQwa or m »*MHI am 
SlsO dfr » X 3« 1» X It 6fr» 
Brine tank insulation t 4" thick the mo ooli. 
The brims tank is one of the Important parts of an ice-plant 
tat ice-cams filled with water ere placed inside the srine tank 
. 3 3 -
whiflh it kept floaded with brine. The cooling evaporator pipes 
are spread ever the entire length end breadth of the tank 
but they are arranged In the fom of a battery behind a partition 
wall.Tht brine is cooled by these pipes and l i circulated 
In the whole tank by a circulator. The evaporator la In the 
fom of a not of tnbee sdenergeft In the brine* The tank la 
nail Insulated by twelve one thick oork board.On the aides 
30 to 48 cos of granulated oork la provided* 
A brine agitator usually known a* the stirrer baa been 
used end la driven by X tup notor the function of the 
stirrer la to keep the unlfbra temperature for the tank* 
The constant Input to the notor is found equal to 380 Watte* 
The cane aontaln water upto 30 Kgs 6 sueh canes are used 
to load the operator* 
A dehydrate* Is provided just before the expansion valve 
to arrest the moisture which Is going with the refrigerant 
so that it say not choke the system, 
A detroit thermostatic expansion valve is used to 
regulate the flow of refrigerant to the Ioe plant nachine* 
C I A F Y I R - I I I 
T H E O R Y O F P i S I l F O R M A N C E 
• 3 * . 
Tt« Q»BrWfflten g'flllt •****• attempting to analyse the performance 
of tilt compressors* It i s necessary to eeeome ftalllar with ttM series of 
processes which make up the compression cycle of a reciprocating 
compressor, 
k compressor, with the piston shown at four points In Its 
travel in the cylinder, i s Illustrated in Pig* cf; As the piston moves 
downward on the suotlon stroke, low-pressure vapor from the suction line 
is dravn into the cylinder through the suction valves* On the upstroke 
of thepiston, the low pressure vapor i s first compressed and then dls-
ohtrgsd at a high-pressure vapor through the discharge valves into the 
head of the compressor* To prevent the piston fro* striking the valve 
plate, all reciprocating compressors are designed with a small amount 
of olearanee between the top of the piston and the valve plate /hen the 
piston i s at the top of i t s stroke* The voluae of this olearanee 
spaee i s called the olearanee volute and is the volaae of the cylinder 
when Hi the piston is at top dead center* 
Rot all the high-pressure vapor will pass out through the 
discharge valves at the end of the compression stroke* A certain amount 
will remain in the cylinder in the olearanee space between the piston 
and the valve plate* the vapor whloh remains in the olearanee spaee 
at the end of each discharge stroke i s called the olearanee vapor* 
Reference to Figs ic^cy will help to clarify the operation 
of the compressor* Figure 1 i s a time-pressure diagram in which 
cylinder pressure is plotted against crank position* Figs* 1<«; is 
theoretical prcasure-vol'Jsie diagram of a typical compression cycle. 
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The lettered points on the TP and P? diagrams correspond to the piston 
positions 'i§ shown in Fig* 
At point A, the piston It at the top of Its stroke, which is known 
as top dead centre* Whan the piston is at this position, both the 
suction and discharge valves are closed. the high pressure of the vapor 
trained in the clearance space aots upward on the suotlon valves and 
holds thaw closed against the pressure of the suet ion vapor in the suotlon 
line* Beeause the pressure of the vapor in the head of the compressor 
i s approximately the s-mie as that of the vapor In the clearance volume, 
the discharge valves are held closed either by their ova weight or 
by llfht spring loading* 
As the piston moves downward on the suction stroke, the high-
pressure vapor trapped in the clearance space i s allowed to expand* The 
Figs* (D (a) Piston at top dead centre* (b) Suotlon valves open*Co) 
Piston at bottom dead center. Id) Discharge valves open* 
The expansion takes place along line A-B so that the pressure in 
the cylinder decreases as the voluae of the olearajteq vapor increases* 
febjsfi the piston reaches point B, the pressure of the re-exr>->nded clear-
ance vapor in the cylinder becomes slightly less than the pressure of the 
vapor In the suction linef whereupon the suction valves are forced open 
by the higher pressure in the suction line and vapor from the suction 
line flows into th* cylinder* The ilov of suction vapor Into the 
valves open at point B and continues until the piston reaches the 
bottom of i t s stroke at point G» During the time that the piston is 
moving from B to C, the cylinder i s filled with suction vapor and the 
pressure in the cylinder remains constant at the suction pressure* & 
point C, the suction valves dose , usually by spring action, and the 
compression stroke begins* 
The pressure of the vapor In the cylinder increases alons 
-a§ . 
line C-D as the piston no vet upward on the compression stroke* By the tins 
the piston reaches point D* the pressure of the vapor in the cylinder has 
been increased uniti* i t i s higher th**n the pressure of the vapor in the 
head of the compressor and the discharge valves are forced open$ whereupon 
the high-pressure vapor passes from the cylinder into the hot gas line 
through the discharge valves* The flow of the vapor through the discharge 
valves continues as the piston moves froa D to A while the pressure in the 
cylinderreaains constant at the disoharge pressure. When the piston returns 
to point Af the oppression cycle i s completed and the crankshaft of the 
compressor has rotated one complete revolution* 
Platen TAmA*tum*Hk* The piston displacement of a reciprocating compressor 
Is the total cylinder volume swept through by the piston in any certain 
tine interval and is usually expressed in cubic feet per minute. Pbr any 
single-acting reoiproeating compressor, the piston displacement i s commutes 
as f o l l o w ., _ foN^"vn__. -ftV^-
where ?/> * the piston displacement in cubic feet per minute 
0 • the diameter of the cylinder (bore) in inches 
L » the length of stroke In inches 
If * revolutions of the crankshaft per minute(BHP) 
n « toe number of cylinders 
The volume of the cylinder wnich i s swept through by the 
piston etch stroke (each revolution of the crankshaft) i s the difference 
between the volume of the cylinder when the piston i s at the bottom 
of i t s stroke and the volme of the cylinder when the piston i s at Hie 
top of i s i t s stroke* This part of the cylinder volume i s found by 
multiplying the cross-sectional area of the bore by the length of stroke* 
Swept vol'»e m 5- * ^ % ~ 
Once the cylinder volune i s known, the total cylinder volume 
swap through by the piston of - single cylinder compressor each minute 
in cubic inches can be determined by multiplying the cylinder volume by 
the rpmOO, when the compressor h-*s more than one cylinder, the cylinder 
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volume must also be multiplied by the number of eylinders(n). Xn either 
case, dividing the result by 1?98 will give the piston displ-»ee»tn in 
cubic feet per minute* 
The refrigerating eapaoity of any compressor depends upon the 
operating conditions of the system and, like system oapoity, i s determined 
by the weight of refrigerant circulated per unit of tine and by the 
refrigerating effect of each pound circulated* 
The weight of refrigerant circulated per minute by the compressor 
i t equal to the weight of the suction vapor that the compressor compresses 
per minute. If it Is assumed that the compressor is 100* efficient and 
that the cylinder of the compressor f i l l s completely with suction vapor it 
each down stroke of the piston, the volume of station vapor drawn into the 
compress? cylinder and compressed per minute will be exaeltiy equal to the 
piston displacement of the compressor* The weight of this s volume of 
vapor, which is the weight of refrigerant elroulated per minute, can be 
calculated by multiplying the piston displacement of the oompres^r by the 
denlsty of the suction vapor at the compressor Inlet* 
Once the weight of refrigerant compressed per minute by the 
compressor has been determined, the theoretical refrigerating capacity of 
the compressor In tons can be found by multiplying the weight of refri-
gerant compressed per minute br the refrigerating effect per pound and then 
dividing by 300* 
iu*vig»n»tiftw Qftn^ ftif.vt the capacity, usually expressed in tons of 
refrigeration Is proportional to the refrigerating effect per pound 
of refrigerant and to the mass rate of flowt 
Capacity,tons * Refv^^W efat//6 * *w^ « *-w.kr ^fU^/r^c^, 
2oo 
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vhere h> and h4 are the enthalpies of the refrigerant leaving and entering 
the evaporator, respectively. The refrlgoratlns effect, ht - h4 increases 
slightly with an increase in suction pressure, -msmJftf smmmm, provided 
that the enthalpy entering the expansion valve remains constant. The 
Increase is doe to the slightly higher enthapiy of saturated vapor at 
higher suction pressures* 
totoai B*ft.i»»*»tpin» ftmealtvt The aotual refrigerating capacity of a 
compressor i s always less than i t s theoretical eapelty* <.»>That eaeh 
down stroke of the piston the cylinder of the compressor f i l l s completely 
with suction vapor from the suction line and(2) that the denlsty of the 
vapor filling the cylinder is the same as ^hat in the suction line* 
If these assumptions were correct, the aotual refrigerating 
oapaoity would be exacttly equal to the theoretical ••pitajH capacity* 
Snfortunntaly, this is not the ease* Because of the compressibility of 
the refrigerant vapaor and the mechanical clearance between the piston 
and the valve place of the compressor, the volume of suction vapor filling 
the cylinder tkmx during the suction stroke is always less than the 
cylinder vol one swept through by the piston* Too, It will be shown 
later ttat the denlsty of the vapor fi l l ing the cylinder i s less than 
the denlsty of the v*por in the suction line* for these reasons* the 
actual VJIUBO of suction vapor at suction line conditions which i s drawn 
Into the cylinder of the compressor is always lest than the piston 
displacesvjnt of the compressor and, therefore, the actual refrigerating 
capacity of the compressor is always less than i t s theoretical capacity* 
fvturi taiiM^tfifi nfffiftianayi The aotual volume of suction vapor compre-
ssed per minute is the actual displacement of the compressor* The ratio 
of the aotual displacement of the eompres or to i t s piston displacement 
of the compressor to i t s piston displacement is known as the total or 
re-\l volumetric efficiency of the compressor* Thust 
8 
-3»~ 
Whers Bv » safes ths total volusetrle sffieieney 
V- « actual voluso of suction vapor eonpressed per minute 
?> • ths piston displacement of the eoapressor 
Aotual weight of suction vapor 
Compressed x 300 
Theoretical weight of suction vapor 
compressed 
When the voluaetrle efficiency of the compressor i s known, the 
actual d isplaoenent and refrigerating capacity can be found as follows 
and 
Actual Theoretical 
refrigerating» refrigerating x £v 
cap-city capacity 300 
The actual refrigerating o-pacity of the compressor ra«y also 
be determined as in the previous oases i f the actual dlsplaosnent is 
subsituted for piston dlsplssent. 
The Kffeotfcf Ol***na* WKltyfe»ia 9t**l«ru*vt 
Becuase of oppressor clearance and the compressibility of the 
refrigerant vapor, the volume of suotlon vapor flowing Into the cylinder 
Is less than the volume sw$pt through by the piston* As previously 
shown, at the end of each compression stroke a certain amount of vapor 
remains in the cylinder in the clearance space after the discharge valves 
close. The vapor left in the olearanee space has been oompreased to the 
dlsohargs pressure and, at the beginning of the suotlon stroke, this 
vapor must be re-expended to the suction pressure before the suction 
valves ©an open and allow vapor fro» the suotlon line to flow into the 
cylinder. The piston will havs completed a part of i t s suction stroke 
and the oylindsr will already be partially fil led with the r«* expanded 
olearanee vapor before the suotlon valves oan open and admit suotlon 
vapor to the oylindsr* Hence, suotlon vapor from the suotlon line will^i 
only that part of the oylindsr volume whloh i s not already filled with 
the re»expwided olearsance vapor* 
*30«» 
In Fig K*> y* is the tot i l voluae of the cylinder when the 
piston Is at the bottom of lta stroke, Vn which represents the clearance 
volm** Is the rcluae occupied by the clearance vapor at the end of the 
compression stroke. The difference between ?0 and ? then Is the volume 
in. 
of the cylinder swept through by the piston e-«oh stroke. On the down 
stroke of the piston, the clearance vapor expands from \Ta to % before 
the snot ion valves open* Therefore, the part of the eylln-ier voluse 
which i s filled with suction vapor dor Ins the balwoe of the suet ion 
stroke Is the dlfferenos between % -nd TQ 
The voltmetrie sffiolenoy of a oompressor due to the clearance 
faotor alone i s known as the theoretical volmetle efficiency. It oan be 
shown mathematically that the theoretioal voltstetrle effioienoy varies with 
the amount of ole ranee and with the suction and discharge pressures. The 
reason for tnis i s easily explained* 
gffrMt of itoflmanlng tint fluaranogj 
If the clearance voltsae of the oompressor is Increased in 
respect to the piston displacement, the percentage of high»prassure vapor r*. 
main In g In the cylinder at the end of the oomp*ess*<»n stroke will be 
increased. When re~expansion takes place luring the suction stroke, a 
greater percentage of the total cylinder volume will be filled with the 
re-^xpanded vapor and the vol una of suction vapor taken in per stroke will 
be less than when the clearance volume i s smaller* To obtain aaxtoua 
volumetric efficiency, the clear am e volume of a vapor oompressor should 
be kept as snail as possible. It should be noted that this does not hold 
true for « reciprocating liquid pump. Since a liquid is not compressible, 
the liquid luft In the clearance space at the ^n& of the discharge stroke 
has the nm% specific volume as the liquid at the suction inlet. Therefore, 
there i s no re-expanston of the liquid in the clearance during the suction 
stroke and the volume of liquid taken in each stroke is alsJmys equal to the 
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volute swept by the piston, regardless of clearance. The clearance 
volumetrie effiolenay • 100 * ra ( ^ ^ - i ) 
foriatlan with Snetltm and Mean**** Pvrnirmmt 
Increasing the discharge pressor* o# lowering the suction 
pressure will have the ssae effect on volunetrlo efficiency as increasing 
the clearance. If the disoharge pressure i s increased, the vapor in the 
clearance will be compressed to a higher pressure and a greater amount of 
re-expansion will be required to expand i t to the suction pressure* Likewise 
if the suction pressure is lowered, the clearance vapor must experience a 
greater r©.expansion in expanding to the lower pressure before the suction 
valves will open. 
On the other hand, for a constant discharge pressure, the amount 
of re~expansion that the clearance vapor exneriences before the suction 
valves open diminishes as the suction pressure rises* I t i s evident, xJmw 
then, that the volunetris efficiency of the compressor increases as the 
suction pressure taer^ases and decreases as the disoharge pressure increase*. 
aimrnmlrm flat In» 
The rat io* of the absolute suction pressure to the absolute disoharg 
pressure is sailed the compression ration* Thus 
R« fflnfflali fteitthnrea nraaittx* 
Absolute suction pressure 
whore R m tn« compression ratio 
In the preceding section i t was shown that increasing the 
discharge pressure or lowering the suction pressure decreases the volumetric 
efficiency. I t follows, then, that when the suction and disoharge pressure^ 
are varied in such a direction that the compression ratio increased, the 
volumetric efficiency of the compressor decreases. Likewise, decre ting 
the compression ration will increase the volumetric effiolenoy* Jbr a 
compressor of -my given clearance, the volumetric effiolenoy varies inversely 
with the compression ratio* 
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Tho Bffeat i>f Platan and Valve Leakage! 
Aiy baok leakage of gas through either the suction or discharge 
valves or around the piston will decrease the volume of vapor puaped by the 
compressor* Because of preoision manufacturing processes, there is very 
l i t t l e leakage of gas around the pistons of a compressor in good condition. 
lbwever, since i t la not possible to design v«lves that will dose instant-
aneously, there is always a certain amount of back leakage of gas through 
the suction and discharge valves* 
As the pressure in the cylinder i s lowered at the beginning of 
the suction stroke, a snail amount of hifth pressure vapor in the head of 
the oonpressor will leak back into the cylinder before the discharge valves 
can close tightly* Similarly, at the start of the compression stroke, 
soae of the vapor in the cylinder will flow back through the suction valves 
cin close* To assure prompt closing of the valves, both the suction 
and discharge valves are usually constructed of lightweight materials and 
are slightly spring loaded* However, since the spring tension increases 
wiredrawing, the saount of spring loading is critical* 
R>r any ?lven compressor, the amount of baokleakage through the 
valves i s a function of the compression ration and tht speed of the compre-
ssor. The higher the compression ratio, the greater i s the amount of valve 
leakage* The tffect of compressor speed on valve leakage is discussed later* 
The combined effect of al l of the foregoing factors on the 
volumetric efficiency of the compressor varies with the design of the 
compressor «*nd with the refrigerant used* furthermore, for any one 
compressor the volumetric efficiency is not a constant amount | it changer 
with the operating conditions of the system* Therefore, the total voV 
trie efficiency of a compressor is difficult to predict mathematically 
can be determined with accuracy only by actual testing of the eompre' 
In a laboratory* 
However* the results of such tests indicate that the 
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volumetrle effialenoy of any one compressor Is primarily a function of 
the eempression ratio and, for any given compression ration, remains 
practically oonttant, regardless of the operating range. It has been 
determined also that compressors having the sane design oharaoteristlos will 
hive approximately the suae volumetric effloieneies9 regardless of the 
else of the compressor, 
The relationship between the compression ratio and the volua atria 
efflelenoy of a typloal - compressor Is Illustrated by the curve In 
Fig VI • In addltlon9 In order to facilitate future calculations, the 
average volumetric efficiencies of a group of typloal R»12 compressors st 
various oomp re salon ratios are given in Table J2-i"# The values given 
are for compressors ranging In slae from S to S3 HP* Waller compressors 
/ 
will have slightly lover efflclencee*. whereae larger compressors will 
have slightly higher effioloneies* 
310 Twrlft1a1f>Ti In Qmnrniffff? fiUniifiltY with ftooUan EmntTfltura* 
Compressor perfbremnee and cycle efflelenoy will v^ry oonsl* 
de?ably with the operating conditions of tho system. The most important 
factor severing the capacity of the compressor i s the vaporising tempera-
ture of the liquid In the evaporator, that i s , the suction temperature* 
The large variations in compressor capacity which accompany ohange* in 
the operating suction temperature are primarily a result of a difference 
In the density of the suction vapor entering the suction Inlet of the 
compressor. The higher the vaporising temperature of the liquid in the 
evaporator, the hgiehr is the vaporising pressure and the greater is 
the Imwiifci density of the suction vapor* Because of the difference in 
the density of the suction vapor, each cubic foot of vapor compressed by 
the compressor will represent a greater weight of refrigerant when the 
suction temperature is high than when the suction temperature i s low* This I 
means that for any given position displacement, the weight of refrigerant 
circulated by the compressor per unit of .time increases as the suction 
temperature* The effeot of suction temperature on compressor capacity 
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i t mmst illustrated by an actual example* 
t»U «**—* a f «»mfl«ri«lfi« T a » m n * t w <m G^mreesftr QanaaltV* 
III general, the refrigerating oapaoity of the compressor decreases 
as tha condensing temperature lnoraaaas and increases as tha condensing 
temperature decreases. Tha affact that tha condensing temperature has «n 
compressor efficiency and oapaoity oan ba evaluated by comparing tha result 
of tha following *amp****mK&mmmF*emmm0*m ^ > ^ - K J ^ . a ^ , 
%12 fl»«^-ft» Mm*«»y*ft«M»t Tha thaoratloal horsepower required to drive tha 
compressor may ba fbtmd by multiplying tha actual refrigerating oapaoity 
of tha compressor In tons by tha thaoratloal horsepower required par ton 
fbr tha operating conditions in question. 
Variation in Oppressor Jbreepowar 
iV/a-J tlth gBfltton TwatrafrttHM Although tha horsepower par ton of 
refrigerating capacity diminishes ns tha auction temperature rises, tha 
horsepower required by tha compressor nay aithar increase or decrease, 
depend ing upon whether tha work dona by tha compressor In or eases or 
decreases* 
Tha total amount of work dona by tha compressor par unit of 
time In compressing tha vapor and, hence, tha power require* to drive tha 
compressor, la the funotlon of only two factored) the work of compression 
per pound of vapor compressed and(£) tha weight of vapor compressed per 
unit of time* 
Tha amount of work which is torn In compressing the vapor from 
the suotlon pressure to the discharge pressure varies with the compression 
ratio. Tha greater the compression ratio, the greater is the work of 
compression. Therefore, when the suction temperature is raised while 
tha condensing ratio becomes smaller and tha work of compression per pound 
is reduoed. Fbwever, at the same time, because of the greater density of 
the suotlon vapor, the weight of vapor oompressed by the compressor per 
unit of time In or eases. Since the saving in work done resulting from the 
reduction in tha work per pound is seldom sufficient to outweigh the 
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inorease in the weight of v*por compressed, raising the suction temperature 
will usually Increase the power requirements of the compressor, 
%i%2 T h t Kff«et of Condensing Temperature 
0
 on aamrmiflr ftirnmawrf 
The curves In flf H,M ^Illustrate the relationship between 
the horsepower required per ton of refrigerating capacity, the actual 
refrigerating capacity of the compressor, and the horsepower required by 
the compressor at various condensing temperatures when the taction temper at-
urels kept constant. Note that, although the theoretical horsepower 
required by any one oonpressor will not Increase in the same proportion* 
This i s true because the decrease in the refrigerating capacity of the 
compressor which is coincident with an increase in the condensing temper-
ature will offset to some extent the increase in the horsepower per ton* 
3~'/3 m«ftif n a w r * ^ ' ?** total horsepower which must be supplied to the shaft 
of the compressor i s called the brake horsepower and may lie computed from 
the theoretical horsepower by application of a factor called oyer all 
compressor efficiency* The over-all efficiency i s an expression of the 
relationship of the theoretical horsepower to the brake horsepower in 
percent, written as an equation, the relationship is 
^ 8K|. 
where So « the over-all efficiency in percent 
Thp • the theoretical horsepower 
Bhp * the brake horsepower 
The over all efficiency is sometimes broken down into two 
oomponentst(l) the compression efficiency and(3) the mechanical efficiency, 
in such onsesf the relationship is 
The compression efficiency of a compressor is a measure of the losses 
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re suiting from the deviation of the actual compression cycle from the 
ideal compression eyelet whereas the mechanical efficiency of the 
compressor is a measure of the losses re stilt ins from tha mechanical 
friction In tha compressor. Tha principal factors wnich bring amout 
tha deviation of an actual compression cycle from tha Ideal compression 
cycle aret(l) wiredrawing(£) tha exchange of heat between tha vapor and 
the cylinder walls, and(3) fluid friction due to the turbulence of the 
vapor In tha cylinder and to tha fact that tha refrigerant vapor is not 
and ideal gas* Wot lea tint the factors which determine the compression 
efficiency of the eompres*or are the same as those which lnftluenee the 
volumetric efficiency. As a matter of fact, for any one compressor, the 
vol'imetrle and compression efficiencies are roughly the s*ae and they vary 
witn the compression ratio in about the same proportions. Ibr this 
reason the brake horsepower required per ton of refrigerating capacity can 
be approximated with reasonable accuracy by dividing the theoretical 
horsepower per ton by the volumetric efficiency of the compressor and then 
adding about 10< to offset the power loss due to the mechanical friction 
in the compressor. Written as an equation 
Bhp « H(ka-K t ) vf.i 
Since the relationship between the various factors which influence the 
compression efficiency are difficult to evaluate mathematically, the 
compression efficiency of a compressor can be determined accurately only 
by actual testing of the compressor* 
2»i4 tealaatad Mayefwinpin A device frequently used to determine the 
compression efficiency Is the indicator diagram. m indicator dlagr-m 
Is a pressure-volume diagram of the actual compression oyole of the 
compressor which i s produced during the actual testing of the 
compressor. It i s proposed to provide a modern pickup to meatjfure the 
indicate horsepower of the compressor. At present it is being constructed 
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Z'14'i It* gflttat qf gmnrftMflg a«arftfWi an forMngjari 
Theoretically, tte clearance oft he compressor has no offset 
on tte horsepower, since the vork done by tte piston in compressing tte 
clearance vapor It returned to tte piston as tte clearance vapor re-expnnds 
at tte start of tte suction stroke* However, sinoe tte refrigerant vapor 
Is not an Ideal fas, there i s some loss of tenor in overcoming tte internal 
fr lot ton of tte fluid so that tte power returned to tte piston during 
tte re-expansion of tte clearance vapor will always lie lass than tte 
power required to oompress it* Hence, tte clearance does teve some, 
although probably slight, effect on tte power requirements* 
Since tte speed of rotation i s one of tte factors detarming 
piston dlsplaa^entfasjeJMsm M t ) the capacity of tte compressor changes 
considerably when tte spaed of the compressor i s changed. If the spaed 
of the compressor is in or eased, tte piston displacement is increased, and 
tte compressor displaces a greater volume of vapor par unit of time* 
Theoretically* based on tte assumption that tte voluaetrlo efficiency 
of tte compressor remains constant, the capacity of tte ooapres^r varies 
in direct proportion to tte spaed change* That i s , i f tte spaed of tte 
compressor is doubled, tte piston displacement and capacity of tte 
compressor are also doubled. Likewise, If the spaed of the compressor 
Is reduced, the piston displacement and capacity of tte compressor 
are reduced in the same proportion* However, tte volumetric efficiency 
of the compressor does not remain constant during speed changes, and 
therefore tte change in compressor capacity will not be proportional in 
tte speed change* 
Tte variation in the volumetric efficiency with changes in the 
speed of rotation is nrought about principally by changes in the effects 
of wiredrawing, cylinder heating, and the back leakage of gas through 
tte suction and dlsehagge valves* 
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Tha amount of buck leakage through the valves la proent per 
auble foot of vapor diaplaoad is at a maxiniM at low compressor spaads and 
decreases as the spaad of the compressor la Increased. Cylinder heating 
too, la greatest at lov compressor spaads. On tha other hand, the offset 
of wiredrawing la at a nlnimtn at low spaads and Increases as tha spaed 
inoreases because of tha increasa In tha velocity of tha vapor passing 
through tha valves. Hence, aa tha spaad of rotation Increases, tha 
volumetric afflolanoy of tha -oppressor doe to tha cylinder heating and 
valve leakage factors Increases, while, at tha s«a time, tha volumetric 
efficiency due to tha wire dr a win? factor decreases. It follows, then, 
that there Is ona critical speed of rotation at which tha combined effect 
of these factors are at a ralnlmtm and tha voltaatrio afflolanoy la at a 
*&41mw« EMM an afflolanoy standpoint, this Is tha, apaad at which tha 
oonpressor should he operated. A£ speeds hlghar than tha critical speed, 
tha volumetric afflolanoy of tha compressor diminish because tha loss of 
afflolanoy due to tha wiredrawing affaot will be greater than tha gain 
resulting from tha decrease in tha affaot of cylinder heating and valve 
leakage. Likewise, at speeds below tha critical spaed, tha volumetric 
afflolanoy will be lower because tha losses accruing from tha Increase In 
oyUnder heating and valve leakage will be greater than the gain resulting 
from tha decrease In tha wiredrawing losses* 
Tha critical spaad will vary with tha design of tha oonpressor 
and with the refrigerant used, and can best be determined y actual test 
of the oonpressor. 
It Is general practice in tha design of modern high-speed 
compressors to use large valve ports in order to raduoa the wiredrawing 
affeot to a practical minimum. Theae large openings in tha valve-
plate tend to increase the clearance voltiae and decrease tha volume trie 
afflolanoy due to tha dear an ce factor, but tha advantages aoouring from 
tha reduction In tha wiredrawing affaot mora than offsets the loss of 
afflolanoy due to the greater clearance. This Is particularly true whera 
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the power requirements are concerned, slnoe the lots of power due to 
wiredrawing in much greater than the loss of power duo to the clearance 
factor* 
3-16 M«Mth»nlmii iffiaUnawi The meehanioai frlotion in the compressor varies 
with the speed of rotation, but for any one speed, the mechanical frlotion, 
•nd there for a the frlotion horsepower, will remnln practically the same 
at al l operating conditions. Slnoe the frlotion horsepower remains the 
same, it follows that the aeohanieal effiolency of the compressor depends 
entirely jt upon the loading of the oompresao* As the total brake horsepo 
of the compressor Increases due to loading of the compressor, the frlotion 
horsepower, being constant, will become a smaller and smaller percentage 
of the total horsepower and the mechanical efficiency will in or ease. It 
is evident that the meahsmieal efficiency of the compressor will be greats* 
at when the compressor is fully loaded* The aeehnlcal efficiency of the 
compressor will vary with the design of the compressor and with compressor 
•peed. An average oonpressor of good design operating fully loaded at a 
standard speed should have a mechanical effiolency somewhat about 90* 
2>-i7 itm gfffiflt of liglton Tunarnnat on Qtaprtaaor p»ffrm«iflfli 
It has seen shown that superheating of the suction vapor causes 
the vapor to roach the compressor in an expanded condition* Therefore, 
when the vspor reaches the oonpressor in a superheated condition, the 
weight of refrigerant circulated ay the compressor pw minute is lose 
than when the vapor reaches the compressor saturated* Whether or not b 
the reduction in the weight of refrigerant circulated by the compressor 
reduces the refrigerating capacity of the oonpressor depends upon whether 
or not the superheating produces useful cooling* When the superheating 
produoes useful ooollns, the gain in refrigerating capacity resulting 
from the Increase In the refrigerating effeot per pound is usually suffi-
cient to offset the loss in refrigerating eapasmty resulting from the 
reduction in the weight of refrigerant circulated* On the other hand, 
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when the superheating produces BO useful eoollng, there isno offset tag gain 
In capacity and the refrigerating eepaeity of the compressor is reduced In 
inverse proportion to the Increase in the specific volume of the suction 
•apor at the compressor inlet. 
Regardless of whether or not tha superhaating produces umeful cool-
ing the horsepower required to drive any one compressor is practically tha 
same for a superheated cycle as for as saturated cycle. It w*s shown in 
i Section *-4 that, when superheating of the vapor produces useful cooling, 
both tha horsepower required par ton and tha refrigerating capacity of tha 
compressor are tha same for tha superheated cycle as for tha saturated 
cyalo. It folio a, then, that tha horsepower required by any ona compressor 
will as tha s*me for both cycles. On the other hand, whan superheating 
of tha vapor produces no useful cooling, tha horsepower par ton i s greater 
than for the saturated cycle* however, at tha same tine, tha refrigerating 
capacity of tha compressor i s lass for the superheated cyole and tha 
increase in tha horsepower required par ton is mora or lass off sat by the 
reduction in compressor capacity, so that tha horsepower required by the 
compressor i s s t i l l appro sin at ely the sane as for tha saturated cyole* 
ibjMaasfteja*, Although the horsepower required by any one oonpressor is not 
appreciably changed by the superheating of the suction vapor, when the 
superheating does not produce useful cooling, the refrigerating capacity 
and efficiency of the compressor are materially reduced* This i s particu-
larly true when the compressor Is operating at a low suction temperature* 
It should be noted also that superheating of the suet ion vapor reduces 
the amount of cylinder heating and the efficiency of the * compressor 
is in or eased to some extent* 
3-'7J t in Sffaet nf ffifrianXlng an ttmnrarflar Pftrtfrmnngfi when subeooiing 
of the liquid refrigerant i s accompli shed in such a vay that the heat 
given up by the liquid leaves the system, the specific voluae of the suction 
Vapor at the compressor Inlet is unaffected by the subeooiing and the 
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and the wight of refrigerant circulated per minute *y the compressor 
Is the same as when no sueeooling takes place. Since the refrigerating 
offset per pound is in or eased by the sueeooling, the capacity of the 
compressor It increased *y an amount equal to the amount of subeooling. 
Notice that the increase in the refrigerating capacity of the compressor 
resulting from the sueeooling is accomplished without Increasing the power 
requirements of the compressor* Therefore, suseooling Improves ooapressor 
efficiency, provided the heat siven up during the suboooling leoges the 
systeBf In heat exhangsr Is provided between the suction line end the 
discharge line* This makes the vapor eoming to the oompressor drive at 
the same time the liquid refrigerant coming from the condenser la sumeooW. 
A provision i s ilso made to find out the effectiveness of this hoat-eohanger 
end a relation between the amount refrlgrant flowing and the effectiveness 
of the heat-exhananger. 
C H A P T E R - I T 
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p. IM w,;»ai a i 
Tn# ?aq?ilr»<S p& va9 ftii«3 In %tm tQtrtititmt storage 
oylinaar.Tho axy>»rfmantal Ioa-Piant aaonlno wag a?aotiata! 
to tha aasl?a-3 vac^a. Tha r*frl§<jranfc wat than ohar?*1 tn 
th« a^Lthrata-i oytlndar provllai on tha chaffing uaGhlno 
*#lth th# hal© of »*r-*lni on tha lino pro^ldad on oalihratad 
syllndar* 0f» tntnA of gas was drawn In tho charging cylinder 
and tha saaa y*s ottarsod In the ajcp^ripiantal Isa-plaflt 
»aehln##1tio aaohlno was ran !br 10 mlntitaa and tha obaar^tions 
*»?• taJcafi on no load.Th* jtafi&lno mis iatar on r*» fbr two 
tours and again tha r*'4lnfsi vara takan.Thay Snoliida 
»a**ir*!tint of tuotlon tarap,sttetl:sn prassura,t<fnp»rat4r© Just bsfbra axpansian v^lva and tha powar Input to tha 
oonpraasor motor. Than tha load of 80 Kg* of water or 10 KfS 
of w*tar was apnllad on tha airaoor**** for 30.10,30 and 5 
mlmtfcas* Tha Initial and final tamper aturaa or watar wara 
notal.At tha and of tha raiding tha &£o?asa$& »aa*ir<*ianta 
wars aada* whlla taking tha ra&dlngs with slafearaa aara was 
takan to answa a oorroot isljctura st-an$th aa prawdaoldad* 
Tha saoa proeadisras wan rapaatsd fbr alxufc rat* 
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3 H»P.9 3 Pha#e, 440 Wlt S | R,P.M. 1430 
Bore i 2 Inehet 
StTOket »Y«* 
OLeafanaot 1/32" ,_ 
Koto* PeOXey i 5" i>~~«fc* Qjnpresior PtfLleyt 171/W" 
!UP#K# of the <r>»pr#3»r • R,P«M of the iwto* « «*><*»» rttT1ff'"Vt 
©omppesew? ptflley dia 
« 1430 a V111/W 
« MP lg> 
the piston displaosBent V is oaloul&ted In the fallowing Banneri 
7> * *4 a" * JL« ,H 1 ,tt fVfflin 
1728 
where D is the dia»et«r of the oyltnier^^ 
L * length of strike 
H « Revolution of the e^anksh&ft/ minute 
n « No* of eyHndors 
• 3*11L» IS 1 370 
• 4.3? ft/' mimrte 
Clearance • 1/38 • 
Percentage ©learanee « f* x 300 
where *. « clear snoe v l^rsae 
fc * swept volume 
Vc « * * M 3/38 * * %2" x 3/3S * In 4 4 
4 4 8 8 
Peraentage eiearanoo * T/a^ 
'4?- V« x loo 
1^ X 100 • 1*€&5£ 
59 
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CLaaranoft folUMtrlo afflolanojr t 100 » » ( ZjaMfciOIl- 1 ) 
7 fllaohaFfO 
yhars R « pareanfcaga eloarsnce. 
At pressure p « 13 potg $ 
f amotion « 1.47S1S ft/I* 
At praaStiTft p * 30$ OSig * 
f diaeheffg* * 0,3800* ft A* 
CTlearanea folwaatrl© affleianey * 100 * 1«<$5C Tr4?|}f. -1 ) 
« 14.58 ^ 
v • W»i$ht of tha ?af!»ifjsi"mt s t r u t t i n g pr* Ktmifc* 
» 4.8? y 0.<»4Sa * 3*93 lbs 
E4WiI 
Ponar raguirod * * x ^»V 4S»4 H»F« 
*!i«r« *hl i« tha thaofrotioal ftoatdrop 
A hi « hu «»!i£ 
vhara h, * Total bant &t prassuro p g | £ • Tbtal boat at proaoiira pj 
h. » 78 BFO/lb hi • K - tetj• 97*8 • 1* 
h£ * <?7.« Bryib * %% 9 HnJ/por «****• vb 
Povar ra«iui?*£ * 3.93 x l \ V 42,4 » t#37 ty 
Thaorotleal Rofrigorattag affaot 
& : & l£ » 19 JOT/ lb f*o» tha ohart of tha rafrigarant 
Thao*otlaal Refrigarating affoot »&.*!*$ 
» 78 * 19 i 
* 89 BTU/la 
Hat Refpigaratlng offact » 59 * 9«99 BTU/ par minima 
Thao?atia&l Bofrlgorating oapaoity of tha plant 
Cboprastion Ration » AaaXHtfl Iftaflhgrgft ffFfllffflrt Jbaoltttasuotlon prwmtxra 
* HO « 4»87 ff 
Saatlon ?aa»« Ta a 460 * 49#9 * 519*9 °R DlaaharfO T»«p. T4 » 460 #- 156 • 616 &R J& • $UL » 1*183 
SglsiUfltton Qf ftatwO, ftanUtfru, 
(1) Aotoal *Rafri*aratinf oapaoltyt 
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tfais** of tlit ?*f*igo*ant oharged « 6 lha 
ni of water In lbs 1* the « • 50 lbs 
Initial teap* of water * 81*5 F 
Final te»p#of water « $7*2 UF A 
Ttoe taken tbr the t«np«of water to fall fro* 81*8" F to 87«JfMD n« 
Beat given out fey Motor * m « f ftl-j* * ft7-a* * * 
• 34,3 BTSf per minutes 
* 1 
toad dtia to stirrer motor of 1 H»P. « 13 OTT per »in«tea 
Ifeter equivalent of the ©an • 1.218 *Kf **u. 
Hat actual refrigerating effeet * S&*3 • 13 • 1*2X3 
» 38*818 ESfl/ per minute 
Actual rafrtgorattnt cap*8ity In tors a * Sftftift 
* 0.1^23 
1 ton * 300 BTtJ/par mlntiti 
• 1 « The stirrer la being driven by a single phase oepealtor 
start motor of 1 H»^ # tho load on tho stirrer used In the brine 
la constant* In order to find est the Input to the motor of 
this stirrer a volt meter *as connected aooroae the line and 
an ammeter In aeries* The rdaaing* vere taken aa follow* 
volt meter reading « 198 volts 
ammater reading * S » p s 
Therefore the power input * 195 iadfixx x 2 * 390 saftts 
?he effoalenoy was gtsfitned aa QD peroent* 
Therefor* the motor output • 390 x 0* 6 a 234 watts 
esauting the affloienoy of transmission as 98 £ to* input to stirrer 
- 234 x .98 natts or 93A i ,j8.a *&fl, « 18 W^sratottfct 
W T 7 4 6 ?<att§ * 13 OTf par minute) 
*«• Water equivalent * XJUSLJBW W * •S**5 •. *»318 
C as vleuht of the oan * iOlba end i t s speoifio heat « ,1815) 
- « 7 -
( i i ) aagalrrtton (it tetml •amntrwr mrmnnwrt 
Tit at wattaatar raailng w.« 12 watts 
Ssoond watt»at«r rowing %* 33*8 watts 
total powar at^nllad - (38*8 • 12) X 90 
* 44,8 x 90 « 890 waits 
C The wattmeter ntlltyplyiag faotor is 90) 
Harsapowor of the Motor *^S2. » 3*19 
748 
Hefarrlng to the fig, of the elrele dlagrsB of the tndtsstlon motor 
the effi«isn«F of the no to? corresponding to 1*19 h»e* i s 81*34 
Output from tha motor « Xnpurt to tha oonpraaaor * UW x 0*815 
m 0*98 fap 
Therefore, <t©tUc& horsapowsr of tlia oomprossor • 0#98 
wfew aft flflawM «UHM» hayaawfttiai* 
Aet'ial r^ fS1 iterating oapaoity fcraapova* par ton « /iitnmi,8fltaartiior, boriflnowg. mating 
Cooling anarcr ration * —ft14 r*f»if**i*« fffaft* i w Fff— mifl 
actual worts dona la Ww/ par minute 
* Ot,i|afl fjop *j&&»« »98t 
tfelgnt of vatar olro'Jlatlns the eondonser • 9*2 gallons 
• n ibs 
Initial t amporatitpo of water « S3,4 F 
final temp, of water - 90 F 
Time taken flor ooileeting t**a va*5«r floting in tha oondenso* * 
• 5 aftuftes 
itxx Beat repeated to tha eondansor water 
• re «(go ff, aBaPa 
* 140 WSty par minus* 
Water aonronsd In 5 minutes « *ft % 
Aotua refrigerating capacity intons a 0.19&3 t  o as  I   i t s  tft 9.2 gallons 
1998 
rsenovor 
therefore spa ©If la water oon adaption *<***_ ja 9*58 gall/mla/to> 
8 I 0 « : 
<*) Btatinf »MPt7 *»** * fta> rf jg^na to ftfti gatat 
Actual ho 
i t 39 
(vl) Haat rejected to t b« ootid^ n so? water par ton 
* \H>. * 787 3TTy/Vain/ton 0?Bfe8 
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Too tor* coefficient of perforaanoe fstially doaginateo; at 
C.O.P la a refrigeration oyole does not signify the oonoept 
of an energy ratio* In order to designate* the porfbroaftto 
of a noot puap or refrigeration oyole the terms heating energy 
ratio HER and oooltng energy ratio CBR have boon used* These two 
oonoopt are nesessary beenuae a neat p«p Bay supply boating in 
the forenoon and ooollng in the afternoon In a building In sons 
areas, and in other areas It nay bo used for boating or ooollng 
only* 
Slnoo single tern C.O.P does not distinguish between 
the perforaanoe of a boat puap when mod for boating froa that 
used for ooollng* it appears that two different ratios are 
fat Involved, one for boating and the other fbr ooollng* 
fbr a refrigeration oyole(or heattmp eyois) the 
boating energy ratio HBR is 1* defined by the expression 
Beat equivalent of t hework of eoapression 
and the ooollng energy ratio C8R Is defined by the expression 
**
m
 itfti rtisrbfltl in %fmL nimprrrtnr 
Hsat equivalent of the wort of ooftpresslon 
The following definitions have boon generalised and standardised 
fbr various systems i-
1* a ooopression refrigeration plant is a system consisting of at 
evnporator, eondensertpreooolertoxponsion vnive{oapUlary tube) 
and a oonpressor* 
8, A beat puap is a refrigeration plant and the eloetrlo sotor 
used to drive the compressor 
-S~0-
3* A heat puap system It defined as a heat pump plus the necessary 
auxiliary equipment, whlah eon suae s eleetrlo energy needed for air 
conditioning. 
4. The HBR of a oamot refrigeration oyolo Is the ratio of tha boat 
absorbed by tha tot body to tha host equivalent of tha not work of tha 
oyola, 
3* The HJR of a refrigeration oyolo is tha ratio of tha teat absorbed 
by tha aondenser to tha boat equivalent of tha work of compression. 
«, The KBR of a refrigeration oyolo Is tha ratio of tha boat abaorbad 
by tha transport fluid whloh removes boat from tha oondensor to tha 
boat equivalent of tha eleotrlo energy that is applied to tha oompresse* 
motor 
7» The HBt of a boat pump system is tha ratio of tha hoot abaorbad by 
tha transport fluid vhioh removes haat from tha oondonsor to tha haat 
equivalent of tha eleotrlo gnergy that is stfcroliod to tha entire 
system . 
Experimental Investigation of the thermodynamic properties 
and operating peoullaritiesxthe refrigerants Fraon • 12 and Froon «*88 
and their non»a*eotropio mixtures have boon carried out at this oollogo 
daring t he last six months* Tha possibilities of improving tha oapacib/ 
tha GER and HS! have basn studied* An attempt has alao been mads for 
produolng low temp matures *ith m ordinary eireul* with tha help of a 
singla stage compressor* In experfcaental stand has been designed for 
these lnvestagations on the bass of a t«ftri cylinder reolprooating 
ft* 
compressor bavins a displacement of*5 par minute, and running at h 
sp*ed of of «?# B,P*M* The diagrams illustrating the oyolo have 
already bean shown in Fig, He, 1* 
The test programs Included preliBinary investigations of the 
esojerlmcntal loe Plant with pure refrigerants F-12 and **82 and subse-
• oanteomparative investigations with different noft*as*ctroplo weight 
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ooneentations of F-13 in the mixture F-12 • F»29 (F»19»FS2(35£) and 
F-18 • M2(40<). The test have been effected vith evaporating 
temperatures ranting fro© 27°FTA*S*F (measure* dlraoUy on the 
return suetion line). The par alerter a were made to rety by 
In or easing the weight of the refrigerant or the mixture eharged In 
the experimental lee Plant machine* 
The quantity of vater oooimptlon la the water oooled eondenser 
was r egulated by a water regulating yalve( F8NR RBOULATIN!} ?At,¥B ) 
according to the pressure fluctuations on the dlseharge line of the 
eomprossor* As a eonsequenaet the temperature, of lex the water out 
let from the oondensor was made to very* 
-5Z-
tofllMBM *ft ft Sal* i&**riaantal investigations !»*« indiaata* 
that It if possible with ?afrigarant aiafciirast e«g. with P-X9 • 
P.2a(a5<) to anoroasa essentially the refrigerating capacity of 
the plant as compared with i t s capacity when operating with Pure 
Preon IS of at tha am% weight of refrigerant charged In the 
aachine or to lower the teaperattire in the evaporator at constant 
capacity* The increase of the capacity i t more rapid after Q>i 
of the maxlmm weight charged for pure refrigerants than for their 
non-aseotropic alxtnres, (Rof. to rig,9) 
Baf^ranan.to yfo 1ft * Figaro illustrates that the discharge and 
motion grasaora difference decreases with m inereats In the oonaen-
t rat Ion of low booking component la the nlxttare* The discharge and 
suction pressure differenoe Is highest for M 2 and lowest for F-12, 
Tha dlsoharga and motion pressure dlffaranoa increases 
tbto **>* of tha aajtaa weight of tha refrigerant ehernged 
and than falls down for all the rafritarfits and their mixtures. 
Tha operating range of tha aixttsres is closer to that of F-93 
than that of F-18, 
aififfiinttft %Q TU*21 t Tha carre batveen tha nr99aw ratio and 
tha weight of refrigerant charged i t drooping In nature. Tha 
ourve for M s has i ts ainSaaa ratio for a refrigerant weight 
of 83* of tha aaxteuft allowable while that for tha P-22, tha 
ralntew ratio i s attah higher at about tha same percentage of 
nalght charged. Tha ratio goes on increasing aa tha paroantaga 
of weight ohariad is Increased* Tha etirrea for tha mixtures are 
eora drooping in nature uhlan indicates tha higher ranga of 
pressure ratio for tha saa« weight of tha refrigerant charged. Thla 
i s an aJdrantaga claimed orer tha other two pant refrigerants and 
it i s *lso desirable from tha sound construction point of riaw. 
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The decrease Sa pressure ration with the increase in wight ©f the 
refrigerants charged for the mixtures gives an overall Improvement 
la the eooliag energy ratio of the machine and alto In the heating 
energy ratio at the aork of compression Is decrease, 
ftlfiirimgfli to FlitIS J The power consumption eiiarxet ©rift las gives 
an idea of the variation In the potior consume with the difference 
refrigerants* It increases with low bodling refrigerant and 
decreases with comparatively high boiling refrigerant, The curves 
for fixtures are such that the power consumption la more for the 
same amount of refrigerant flowing per minute If the low boiling 
constituent la higher In percentage* This falls as the eentftfitr&tlon 
of low boiling refrigerant Is decrease* This Improve the power 
char act eristic a which i s usually needed for the economical oper-
ation of the refrigerating machine « 
flftfnnttttfl fro, fjfaia * *»e results obtained by plotting the 
ratio TJa/TS Tarsus weight of the regrlgrant charged show that the 
ratio of the temperatures i s maximum for the low soiling refrlgrant 
(F-12) while i t i s minimum for the higher boiling refrigrant(P-12). 
The ratio fbr the mixture l i e s In between the two pure refrigrants. 
AS the weight of t he refrlgrant charged Increases the difference 
between the ratios fbr different pure refrigrants and mixtures 
tends to became minimus* With the increase In the weight *f the 
refrigerant charged per minute the ratio of discharge to suction 
temperature Increases* the slope fbr the F-12t P-22(S5<) mixtures 
being minimum This stows the stability of B»SS(SS$ in 7-12 
mixture more than other refrigerants* Tjxm the variation i t i s 
clear that the m?k of compression x&fcx will increase thereby 
decreasing the coefficient of performance* Hence the only mixture 
F~12 4.F*aS(25) can be used over a wide range of the weight of 
refrigerants charged i«e. the part load performance of the machine 
i t tauah iaprovad* 
aiftr«Mt fa ttlsXt t ?*» f**** «*»ws that tha powar par ten 
inoraasas with the valght of tbs rafrigarant abargad apto a 
aaxiatn, tht Maxim aa 11BIt fbr F-12 and F-22 bains alaost in 
tht sana ration of naight of rafrigrant* ?br tal3Etyro8f tha 
aaxlauB limit for powar par ton oeoura with a slightly sigha* 
vaight of rsfrigrant* The surras than droop and attar a oartaln 
walg!& of tha refrigrant baoome al HOBO at horizontal whloh shots 
that tht power par ton Is not affaetad by the ineraasa in tha 
vaithfc >f tha rafrigrant aharsad, Tha ounra fbr 23* mixtures 
is eora flattwnad Indicating tharaby that this oan ba used 
otar a eonsldarsbla range* Also, slnoa tha torse peter par ton 
In tha oasa of £-22(250 mlxtara i s lass than both M 2 afldK-82(40<) 
mixture, therefore It i s eoonomla-i to usa ?~22(25<) mixture fbr 
larger capacities with tna.l «aount of powar oonstnad given less 
fl'iotnations in povor over a large range of weight of refrigerant 
aharged, 
fefftrflTKft to fit » • tha haat reBoved by tha oondansar is 
usually oonstdered to ba tha amount of useful refrigeration plus 
tha worse of compression* ?ho ounrea ara almost o** tho rs»* nature 
and show that tha spsolal watts oon rapt Ion deoreases tB/perbolloally 
with tha weight of tha refrigerant ehargad, Tha eurvea baaosia 
aayuptotio aftar a oartaln value of tha weigit# The weight of tha 
refrigrant eharged inareases tha refrigratlng aapioity* Also fbr 
largo ospaaity, tha aracxtt of watar required fbr oondansar will more* 
Therefore tha rata at whloh tha capacity ineroases is aore than tha 
tha rata of increase in tha wal&ht of tha eondonser vnter. This 
ratio becoaas independent of tha walfhb aftar a particular par* 
• eentage weight of tha rafrlgrant ahargel* Tha fl tttuatlon in 
tha oisa of fixture P-22(23£) i s lass ?nd t >harefbre it can ba 
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taaed for lo '«r oong'Mption. 
ffrfuranfltt to Fie 161 The heat rcaoved to the condenser uatef 
gives an idea of the refrigerating of foot* The boat rejected to 
the condense* increases with the increase In the wight of 
re>igorant charged tipto a certain aaxtaua aft«§r vktoh It fella 
down showing that the heat rejected reaches It a maxln« value 
at a particular weight beyoad which It at art decreasing* ?** 
heat rejected la case of 25* of mixture of P-22 in F~18 i i 
ma^ iavB* Ker cover the variation is nore ynifora tending almost 
to a stright line* Banco it is more suitable for practical 
purposes* 
TUfftrar>Q<> fey Pig t? t The cooling ene«gy ratio rites s*Menly 
in eate of F*12 and F.33 ever a very small range of the refrigrant 
Height, The curves for F<-ia • F-22(3S<) mixture first droops 
slightly and than rises. The drooping la so email that i t la 
almost practically constant qpto 70$ of the weight of the 
refrlgrant allow** in the machine. From this It i s alear 
that an lee Plant mar oo designed «t constant &8«H* with a 
Ba::lm*i weight of refrlgrant equal to 70$ of the allowable 
He*3bf*« The bsh&vt&r of pure refrigrant C*K«a» is peculiar 
in nature* 
ft»^»fMmg? to Fig- flfl i The heating energy ratio rate of increase 
^ weight 
Is more rapid between w and 75f of A he refrigerant charged and 
decreases beyond this* 
The difficulty of using the Coefficient of 
performance as a standard for eomnaring refrigerating 
machines working between different temperature* of 
eon den nation and evaporation is well taowax and, therefore 
for evaluating the true effioieney of the refrigerating 
plant the two new terms cooling Energy Ratio and 
Heating aiergy Hatio hare Seen Introduced. 
The experimental Investigations have shown an 
increase in the capacity of the refrigerating plant 
»y adding sons percentage of lo f soil ing component. 
The discharge pressures are highest for P«22 and 
can be hrought down »y addling some percentage of 
F-12. There i s an improvement in the power characteristics 
of the plsnt by using mixtures.The eooling %ergy ratio 
i s fairly constant over a wide range of weight of 
refrigerant charged.This improves part load performance 
of the plant* 
In conclusion It would be engough that to say that 
a vast scope has seen laid fbr the nse of mixed refrigerants. 
Development of refrigerations Bnginsoring i s demanding a conti-
nued search for now operating agents,*n ever growing 
attention i s being given to the finding and use of 
mixutres in compression refrigerating m*ebines* 
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